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1. INTRODUCTION
1.
With increased intensity and improved quality of art ifi-
cial sources of illumination, the distribution of light to
the best advantage is becoming more and more important. The
subject is old from the standpoint of the physicist, but
comparatively new to the engineer. The demand for an increase
in the quantity of light has, to a certain extent, been com-
plied with, and now the engineer must show how this light
may be made less injurious to the eyes, with high efficiency,
and pleasing effect
.
This involves the use of shades and
globes, and a knowledge of how the light is distributed. To
determine the distribution of light from a source of illum-
ination, photometric readings of the intensity of the light
are taken at different angles about the source. The results
of such measurements are here given, together with the ab-
sorption and mean intensities for eighteen different globes,
shades, and reflectors. We also devised formulas for ascer-
taining the spherical and hemispherical candlepower for
these measurements.
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THE PHOTOMETER. AND BAR.
The photometer used was of the grease-spot type, made by
A. Kruss of Hamburg. It runs upon a 300- centimeter bar,
reading in both centimeters and candle-power. The light
from the standard and test lamps was admitted to the photom-
eter through three and one half by two and one eighth inch
holes in asbestos screens at each end of the bar. All other
light was cut off by heavy black curtains and the room and
all its fixtures were painted a dull black.
The Wiring.
Figure 1 shows the connections for the lamps.
L
Pig. 1.
The rheostat in the line made it possible to keep the
voltage of both lamps constant, but, as it was necessary to
keep the lamps at different pressures, a rheostat was also
placed in each branch. The voltmeter and all three rheostats
were placed at the test lamp end of the bar to facilitate
operations. A double throw switch made it possible to take
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pressure readings of the two lamps with one voltmeter.
3. THE INCANDESCENT LAMP AND ITS POSITION.
The lamp used for all the globes and shades was a G.E.
16 CP. , 110 volt, tipless, with a double loop filament. It
was standardized from time to time throughout the test, and
kept at such a voltage that the photometer reading was exact-
ly sixteen candlepower, when the lamp was held in its zero
position. The zero position was taken for the lamp held
upright, with the plane of its filament parallel to the bar.
Zero P&s/r/c/?,
Test / amf> J»
Pig. 2.
With the lamp upright and the filaments at any other
angle, the candlepower was somewhat greater, as shown in
the horizontal distribution curve. As the lamp was always
kept in the same position with respect to its filament,
( that is, the distribution about the lamp measured in the
same vertical plane), and as the candlepower in the zero
position was sixteen, the mean spherical and hemispherical
intensities may be assumed to be the same as if found for
a lamp whose mean horizontal candlepower was sixteen.
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This is only true when the mean candlepower for the differ-
ent positions of the filament vary in the same ratio as the
candlepower measured in the vertical plane, with the fila-
ment kept in the same position.
4. THE STANDARD LAMP.
The lamp used as a reference standard was made by the
General Electric Company, and rated by Queen and Company.
It gave sixteen candlepov7er with filaments parallel to the
photometer bar, and 106.1 volts across its terminals.
5. DERIVATION OF THE MEAN SPHERICAL'
CANDLEPOWER.
The mean spherical candlepower is the mean value of all
the different intensities, measured in every direction
about the light.
A formula giving approximately this value for candlepower
readings taken every 15 degrees is obtained as follows
A sphere about the lamp is divided into fifteen degree zones,
seven and one half degrees on each side of the angle at which
the different intensities are measured. The area of each of
these different zones is found, and its percent of the total
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area of the sphere. These percentages are used as constants
for the different angles. The sun of the products of these
constants and the corresponding intensities gives approx-
imately the mean spherical candlepower. The smaller the width
of the zones taken the more reliable is the result.
The derivation is as follows: - To find the area of the
different zones, the circle x 2+ y*=ra may "be regarded as
revolving about its Y axis.
y
Multiplying by the length of the circumference at this
point gives 2Trx))j 1 + (Wf dy, which may be integrated
Pig. 3.
The increment arc A B is equal to \/dy%- dx*=\/ 1+ (~fdy
.
between the proper limits.
2 J »
~ra , so that the integral reduces to ZWrJ dy = 2 IT (y2 - y( ).
laking for example the 60 degree zone:
y2= sin 67^ = .9239
y,= sin 52^ = .7934

Y.9239
7934*
)
X
Fig
. 4,
With r = 1, Surfoce = 2 TT ( .9279-. 7934) = .82
Area of sphere = 12.56
Ratio = ^— = .0653
12.56
The complete formula, as determined in this vmy > is
.0043 CP. at 90 degrees
.0338 CP. at 75 degrees
.0653 CP. at 60 degrees
.0924 C.P. at 45 degrees
.1130 CP, at 30 degrees
.1255 C.P. at 15 degrees
.1505 C.P. at degrees
.1255 CP. at -15 degrees
.1130 CP. at -30 degrees
.0924 CP. at -45 degrees
.0653 CP. at--60 degrees
.0378 CP. at--75 degrees
.0043 CP. at -90 degrees
.9991
I
7.
The hemispheric a] formula is derived in the same way,
the ratio being taken "between the area of half the sphere.
For this case the zone for degrees is only one half as wide
as for the spherical measurements.
The hemispherical formula as found is;
• 1305 CP, at degrees
.2510 CP. at 15 degrees
.2260 CP. at 30 degrees
.1846 CP, at 45 degrees
.1305 CP. at 60 degrees
.0676 CP. at 75 degrees
.00865 CP. at 90 degrees
The mean spherical candl©power was also determined for
readings taken every thirty degrees. In glebes with uniform
distribution, the results were very similar but the 15 degree
readings gave far more reliable results for most of the
globes and shades.
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8. THE READINGS AND RESULTING CURVES.
In taking the readings, the lanp was revolved in the ver-
tical plane through fifteen degrees at a time, beginning with
-90 degrees and revolving through 180 degrees to the 90
degree position. These readings are plotted in black ink on
the curve sheets.
The mean spherical candlepower is plotted in green ink
and the mean hemi -spherical candlepower in blue ink. The
distribution curve for the lamp without shade or globe is
also shown on each curve sheet in red ink.
9. THE PERCENT ABSORPTION.
To obtain the percent absorption, the difference is taken
between the mean spherical candlepower of the lamp without
a globe or shade and the mean spherical candlepower with
a globe or shade. This difference divided by the mean spher-
ical candlepower of the lamp without a globe or shade, gives
the percentage absorption. This was also done for the mean
hemispherical candlepower. In some cases the mean hemispher-
ical candlepo-ver downward was greater with a shade than
without one, due to reflection. This was designated as
negative absorption.
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10. NAME AND DIMENSIONS OF SHADES AND GLOBES.
Curves were plotted for the following globes and shades:
Curve
No. 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
Name Height Diame- Cat. No.
16
17
18
Stal actite
Holophane
n
»»
ff »t
ft
Opal Globe
Holophane
Scalloped p a I Shade
n " tt
Plain Opal Shade, about 150°
Fluted Opal Shade, about 160°
Green and White Shade,
about 50° angle
White Enamel Tin Shade,
about 160°
Convex, Nickle Surface, Tin
Shade
,
Corrugat ed
•
White Enamel, Tin Shade,
o
about 140
White Enamel , Tin
.
Shade, 90°cone
Convex White Enamel, Tin Shade
ter
4
4 1
2
ft 2250
5 4 3
4
IT 1395
ti ft
6 6 ff 3350
6 n 4 ft 3150
5l « 5 1 ft 3405
2 2
tt 5 14
ft
« 6 1
2
ff 3145
4 8 ff
3I ff 6 ft
9 ft
8 ft
5l ft 6 4
ft
2
7 ft
10
8
10
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11. CONCLUSIONS.
Globes and shades are used for two purposes: First- To
reflect the light where it is wanted, that is to increase
the useful distribution of the light; and Second- To decrease
the intrinsic brilliancy; that is, to make the light most
advantageous to the eyes.
The eye can work to best advantage when the pupil is at
its normal size. If the light is to© bright, the pupil will
be small, and if the light is dim, the pupil will be large.
If one looks at a bright light and then at a book, it
takes some time for the eye to adjust itself to the change.
A sudden change in the size of the pupil is tiresome or
even injurious. There is a certain brightness above which
the eye is strained, when one looks steadily at the filament
of an incandescent light for a moment and then turns away,
he will still see the filament even if his eyes are closed.
This is due to the high intrinsic brilliancy of the filament.
If a globe or shade is used, the' amount of light from the
source of illumination may be considerably less but the
pupil is larger and nearer normal.
A shade or globe that combines the two above mentioned
characteristics with the least amount of waste of light is
the best shade. Common shades or reflectors from the data
of this test give good distribution with very little ab-
sorption or loss; but the filaments are still visible to

the eye. The one opal globe, curve 7, gives a soft light,
but it absorbs a large percent of the light and does not
distribute it very satisfactorily. Holophanes are probably
the best shades and globes made at present, accomplishing
the two purposes for which globes and shades are used, and
at the same time not generally absorbing so much light as
opal globes.
Curves 1, 2, 3 and 5 show holophane shades and globes
which do not absorb much light and which distribute the
light where it is wanted. The shades of curves 1, 2 and 7>
are partly open, exposing the filament; but shade 3 is in-
tended to be used inverted, so that the filaments in this
case are not visible. Globe 5 entirely surrounds the fil-
aments so that they are not seen.
Holophane globes show from the test that the absorption
is very great, as seen from curves 4, 6 and 7. Curve 5 is
of a holophane globe, and it shows a fairly small absorption.
As said before, the common shades throw the light as
desired and there is little absorr>tion. In curves 9 to 18,
most of the shades throw the light all downward, and allow
very little light above the horizontal except in curves 14,
IE, 16 and 18, but in this case the shades are constructed
so as to allow this to be done.
The little double projections at the top of the curves are
due to the light leaking through between the shade and the
socket.
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Curves 1, 3, 9, 10, 11, 12, 17 and 18 would make good shades
to read under, or do similar work under, because they would
cover a large area with about equal intensity, which is
shown by the curve being nearly a straight line at the
bottom. One would think that the University library shade
would be like this, but experience in reading under this
shade and an examination of curve 13 both show that the
distribution on the table is not even. If a shade were
made like the library shade with the addition of a Kolophane
glass bottom, the distribution could be made even, and the
curve would be a straight line at the bottom. The McFadden
shade is like this, except that in the McFadden shade, the
bottom is of ground glass.
Some of the shades like 5, 11, 12, 15 and 18 would be
good shades where it is desired to have the walls of a room
well lighted. Some shades like 11 and 12 have both of the
above characteristics ; that is, the table and walls are
evenly lighted.
Although the holophanes seem to waste more light than
other kinds, yet, since they distribute the light satisfac-
torily, and since their effect on the eye is not so unpleasant
as common shades and reflectors are, their rather high absorp-
tion can be neglected.
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